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The VCD procedure
Virtual Company Dossier, an electronic cross-border
document repository, aims to streamline and structure online interaction between a tenderer and a
contracting authority (CA) under the e-Procurement
process. VCD allows an authorised entity to create an electronic information ‘package’ of relevant
documents and submit this to any CA in Europe. VCD
also enables a CA to interpret and accept received
documents, and to send the winner an awarding
notification with further instructions.

e-SENS added value
The e-SENS VCD solution facilitates online submission
and qualification of criteria provided in a structured
document format within the cross-border tendering
procedure. Thanks to e-SENS, this process will be fully
digitalized for European tenderers and contracting
authorities. e-SENS makes the procurement process
easier, user-friendly and more secure by enabling electronic document transmission between tenderers and
contracting authorities with Europe.

Benefits for companies and public entities
• Simplification of qualification procedures for tenderers both in pre and post-award phases
• Reduced time, effort and costs for participants in the procurement process
• Increase in the number of cross-border tender procedures
• Europe-wide interoperability within public procurement area
• Simplification for SMEs, increasing their ability to apply for European tenders in any public sector
• Digital services that are precise, up-to-date, available and reliable

e-SENS is an EU co-funded project under the
ICT PSP Project reference: 325211
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A practical example
A company from country A receives tender-related information from the contracting authority (CA). The
documents initially received are the contract notice and the call for tender, including the specification of qualification criteria (criterion template). The company uses the VCD Designer to create a Tender Structure and
uploads the criteria template to the VCD Designer. Thanks to e-SENS, the CA is able to open the offer and VCD
on its own digital platform. The CA can therefore more easily and swiftly confirm the submitted qualifications
and evaluate the offer. After awarding the contract, the CA will send an award notice to the chosen company
electronically.
Solutions to enable electronic VCD
In order to implement and spread widely within
European countries the Virtual Company Dossier,
e-SENS uses the following open-source technical
solutions: e-Delivery, e-Signature, Semantics and
e-Documents. The planned deployment will take
seamless cross-border e-Procurement processes to
the next maturity level, supporting business users
and public stakeholders from Germany, Greece, the
Netherlands, Italy and Norway (as at the starting
phase).

Legal background
The legal framework for the VCD procedure is based
on Directive 2014/24/EU of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on public procurement and repealing the Directive 2004/18/EC.
The new Directive requires a significant reduction of
burden for tenderers by requesting only simplified
documents at the time of submitting a bid. Only the
award-winning candidate will be then required to
deliver the full VCD with all the evidences.

If you would like to get more information,
please visit our website www.esens.eu
or send an email to esens.info@lists.esens.eu

